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Abstract
By mass-energy equivalence, the gravitational field has a relativistic mass
density proportional to its energy density. I seek to better understand this mass of
the gravitational field by asking whether it plays three traditional roles of mass: the
role in conservation of mass, the inertial role, and the role as source for gravitation.
The difficult case of general relativity is compared to the more straightforward cases
of Newtonian gravity and electromagnetism by way of gravitoelectromagnetism, an
intermediate theory of gravity that resembles electromagnetism.
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1
1 Introduction
By mass-energy equivalence (E = mc2), the gravitational field has a relativistic mass
density proportional to its energy density. I seek to better understand this mass of
the gravitational field by asking whether it plays the traditional roles of mass—asking
whether the gravitational field really acts like it has mass.
This paper is organized into sections focusing on four different physical theories:
electromagnetism, Newtonian gravity, gravitoelectromagnetism, and general relativity.
For each theory, I ask whether the field has a mass playing any or all of the following
three roles: the conservational role (in ensuring conservation of mass), the inertial role
(in quantifying resistance to acceleration), and the gravitational role1 (as source of
gravitation). Here I summarize the results.
The electromagnetic field possesses a mass playing all three of the above roles and
thus serves as a useful point of comparison for analyzing the gravitational field. The
mass of the electromagnetic field plays the conservational role in ensuring that—although
charged matter will generally gain and lose (relativistic) mass in interacting with the
electromagnetic field—the total mass of field and matter is always conserved. The fact
that the mass of the electromagnetic field plays the inertial role is often illustrated in an
indirect way: a charged body requires more force to accelerate than an uncharged body
because there is additional mass in the electromagnetic field surrounding the charged
body. However, this effect is complicated by the fact that accelerated charged bodies
emit electromagnetic radiation. We can see the inertial role more directly by giving a
force law that describes the reaction of the electromagnetic field to the forces exerted
upon it by matter. In general relativity, the mass of the electromagnetic field clearly
plays the gravitational role.
In Newtonian gravity, the gravitational field does not possess a mass playing any of
the above three roles. One does not need to attribute any mass to the gravitational field
to ensure conservation of mass. However, one does need to attribute negative energy to
the gravitational field in order to ensure conservation of energy. There are a number of
ways to do so, one of which Maxwell ([1864]) found by analogy with electromagnetism.
The Newtonian gravitational field carries no momentum and thus has no mass playing
the inertial role. The Newtonian gravitational field does not act as a source for itself
and thus has no mass playing the gravitational role.
Gravitoelectromagnetism is a theory of gravity that can be arrived at as an extension
of Newtonian gravity (as was first done by Heaviside, [1893]) or as a limit of general
relativity (as is done in some textbooks). Gravitoelectromagnetism gets its name from
the fact that the laws of the theory are structurally a very close match to the laws of
1This role of mass as source of gravitation is sometimes called the ‘active’ gravitational role to
distinguish it from the ‘passive’ gravitational role of mass in quantifying the amount of force felt from a
given gravitational field. To limit the scope of this article, the passive gravitational role is not examined
here.
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electromagnetism. Because of this close match, it is straightforward to show that in this
theory the gravitational field possesses a mass playing the conservational and inertial
roles. The inertial role played by this mass can be seen directly in the force law for the
field and indirectly in the fact that massive bodies are surrounded by clouds of negative
field mass which make them easier to accelerate. The force required to accelerate a body
is also modified by the presence of gravitational radiation which carries away negative
energy. In gravitoelectromagnetism—as it is standardly presented—the gravitational
field does not act as a source for itself and thus does not play the gravitational role.
However, one can modify the theory (making it nonlinear) so that the field is a source
for itself. The gravitational field around a planet is thus slightly weakened as it is
now sourced by both the positive mass of the planet itself and the negative mass of its
surrounding gravitational field. Gravitoelectromagnetism is not nearly as well-known or
well-studied as the other theories discussed in this paper, but I’ve included it as it serves
as a useful bridge linking electromagnetism, Newtonian gravity, and general relativity.
In general relativity there are multiple mathematical objects that can be used
to describe the flow of energy and momentum (related to the different energy
densities available in Newtonian gravity), including the Weinberg and Landau-Lifshitz
energy-momentum tensors. I discuss these two tensors and call for another which better
aligns with the three other physical theories discussed above. However one describes the
flow of energy, the mass of the gravitational field plays the conservational role. It also
plays the inertial role in a similar way to the mass of fields in the other theories. The
mass of the gravitational field appears to play the gravitational role, though it is difficult
to say how it does so as this seems to depend on the way Einstein’s field equations are
written. In my treatment of general relativity I adopt a field-theoretic approach to the
theory (as is done in the textbooks of Weinberg, [1972] and Feynman et al., [1995]) in
order to stress the connections between general relativity and the three other theories.
The questions about the mass of the gravitational field pursued in this paper are
relevant to a number of ongoing debates in the foundations of physics. First, there
has been much discussion about how to properly understand mass-energy equivalence,
as expressed mathematically by Einstein’s famous E = mc2.2 Material bodies
clearly possess mass and—by mass-energy equivalence—also possess an energy that
is proportional to their mass. Fields clearly possess energy and—by mass-energy
equivalence—also possess a mass that is proportional to their energy. But, do they really
act like they possess such a mass? That is the core question of this paper. Second, there
is an ongoing debate as to the ontological status of fields like the electromagnetic field
and the gravitational field. Are fields real and if so what kind of thing are they? One
argument that can be given for the reality of a particular field is that conservation of
energy only holds if one takes the field to be a real thing that possesses energy.3 But,
2See the references in appendix A.
3See, e.g., (Lange, [2002], ch. 5; Frisch, [2005], p. 31; Lazarovici, [2017], sec. 4.2).
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some are not convinced. Lange ([2002]) contends that it is really the possession of proper
mass by a field (not energy) which grounds the best argument for the electromagnetic
field’s reality. I will not explicitly address the question of whether fields are real in the
paper, but I think that everything I do to show that the mass possessed by fields acts
just like the mass possessed by ordinary matter suggests that fields are just as real as
matter. Taking the gravitational field to be real in general relativity, one might wonder
whether it is a field on spacetime or a part of spacetime.4 The former perspective will
prove useful for our purposes here. Third, philosophers of physics have recently put
forward functionalist accounts of a number of important concepts, including probability,
spacetime, and gravitational energy-momentum.5 According to a functionalist account
of mass, a quantity would count as a mass provided it played certain roles like the three
analyzed here. Although I think it is of interest to determine whether these roles are
played independent of any functionalist ambition, one could certainly build on the work
done in this paper to develop a functionalist account of the mass of fields. Fourth, there
has been much debate as to how to properly understand the energy and momentum of
the gravitational field in general relativity.6 Asking about the mass of the gravitational
field gives a slightly different angle on this well-studied problem (as the field’s mass
density is proportional to its energy density). In section 5 I present the progress I’ve
made. However, the discussion here is restricted to the field-theoretic formulation of
general relativity and the bearing of my conclusions on the theory’s standard geometric
formulation is left unsettled.
This paper is part of a larger research project on the mass of fields, including recent
papers on the electromagnetic field and the Dirac field (Sebens, [2018], [unpublished]).
2 The Mass of the Electromagnetic Field
In the context of special relativity, each material body has a velocity-dependent
relativistic mass (proportional to its energy). That mass plays a number of different
roles. First, it plays the conservational role. Globally, the sum of all relativistic mass
never changes. Locally, any change in a body’s relativistic mass can be attributed to
a (local) exchange of relativistic mass between that body and something else. Second,
relativistic mass plays the inertial role. This mass quantifies the body’s resistance to
being accelerated (though the exact sense in which it does so is more complex than in
pre-relativistic physics, as ~F is no longer equal to m~a). Third, relativistic mass plays
the gravitational role. In general relativity, it is this mass which acts as a source for
gravitation. In relativistic contexts I will use ‘mass’ as shorthand for ‘relativistic mass’,
4See the references in footnotes 33, 35, and 36.
5See (Wallace, [2012], ch. 4; Knox, [forthcoming]; Baker, [unpublished]; Read, [forthcoming]).
6See the references in footnote 39.
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as it is relativistic mass and not proper mass which most directly plays these three roles.7
According to mass-energy equivalence, if something has energy E it has mass E/c2.
The electromagnetic field thus possesses a mass proportional to its energy. Upon first
encountering the idea that the electromagnetic field has mass, one might think that this
must be a very different sort of mass than the mass of an ordinary material body. It
is not. The mass of the electromagnetic field plays all three of the above roles. In this
section I explain how it does so. (See appendix A for more on mass-energy equivalence
and Sebens, [2018] for more on the inertial role played by the electromagnetic field’s
mass.)
Before we start on all of that, let me pause to preempt a potential confusion.
When particle physicists discuss the ‘mass’ of a given field, they are usually talking
about a certain quantity which appears in the dynamical equations for the field and
corresponds to the proper mass of the particle associated with that field.8 In this
sense, the electromagnetic field is massless because the photon has no proper mass (in
contrast to, for example, the Dirac field). That is not the sense of field ‘mass’ which I am
examining here. When I talk about the mass of a field I am talking about the relativistic
mass9 of the field, proportional to the field’s energy. Even though the photon has no
proper mass, the electromagnetic field still has a relativistic mass density equal to its
energy density divided by c2.
2.1 The Conservational Role
We must attribute energy to the electromagnetic field to ensure conservation of energy
in electromagnetism—the energy of charged matter alone is not conserved. As mass is
proportional to energy, the mass of matter alone is similarly not conserved. However,
if we attribute mass to the electromagnetic field in proportion to its energy, the total
mass of matter and field is conserved.
The laws of electromagnetism are Maxwell’s equations (27) and the Lorentz force
law (28). From these laws, one can derive an equation for the conservation of energy
(Poynting’s theorem),
∂
∂t
[
1
8π
(
E2 +B2
)]
+ ~∇ · ~Sf = −~ff · ~v qm . (1)
The first term gives the rate at which the energy of the electromagnetic field,
ρEf =
1
8π
(
E2 +B2
)
, (2)
7Although some other authors use ‘mass’ as shorthand for relativistic mass (e.g., Bondi and Spurgin,
[1987]), many think that proper mass is more deserving of the title (see Okun, [1989];
Taylor and Wheeler, [1992], pp. 250–251; Lange, [2001]).
8It is this sense of field ‘mass’ that is being used when authors describe the gravitational field of
general relativity as a massless spin-two tensor field (see the references in footnote 39).
9One might wonder whether there is a proper mass of the field distinct from the proper mass of the
particle associated with the field. This is discussed in (Lange, [2002], ch. 8; Sebens, [2018], sec. 7).
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is changing. (The E superscript on ρEf indicates that this is the density of energy and
the f subscript indicates that it is a property of the electromagnetic field.) The second
term in (1) describes the rate at which field energy flows out of a volume in terms of the
Poynting vector (the energy flux density),
~Sf =
c
4π
~E × ~B . (3)
The righthand side of (1) gives the rate at which energy is transferred from matter to
field (per unit volume). This rate is expressed in terms of the work done by the Lorentz
force density ~ff as −~ff · ~v qm = − ~Jm · ~E, where ~Jm = ρqm~v qm is the current density, ρqm
is the charge density, and ~v qm is the velocity field describing the flow of charge. (The q
superscript indicates that these quantities describe the flow of charge as opposed to the
flow of mass or energy and the m subscript indicates that these are properties of matter.)
Note that attributing energy to the electromagnetic field, as in (2), obviates the need to
attribute potential energy to matter which, for example, increases as oppositely charged
bodies are pulled away from one another.10
By mass-energy equivalence (E = mc2), the electromagnetic field has a mass density
equal to its energy density (2) divided by c2,
ρf =
1
8πc2
(
E2 +B2
)
. (4)
We can divide the above energy conservation equation (1) everywhere by c2 to arrive at
an equation for the conservation of mass,
∂ρf
∂t
+ ~∇ · ~Gf = −
~ff · ~v qm
c2
, (5)
where ~Gf is the momentum density of the electromagnetic field, equal to the energy flux
density divided by c2:
~Gf =
~Sf
c2
=
1
4πc
~E × ~B . (6)
Thinking of momentum as relativistic mass times velocity, we can write ~Gf as ρf~vf by
introducing a velocity ~vf to describe the flow of the electromagnetic field’s mass,
11
~vf =
~Gf
ρf
=
~Sf
ρEf
= 2c
~E × ~B
(E2 +B2)
. (7)
10Lange ([2002], ch. 5) discusses why the non-instantaneous nature of electromagnetic interactions
makes the inclusion potential energy insufficient to achieve conservation of energy in electromagnetism
(i.e., why one must attribute an energy density to the electromagnetic field as in (2)). On p. 119 he
mentions that such an introduction of field energy (replacing potential energy) is not necessitated in
Newtonian gravitation, though in section 3 I will adopt such a picture as it better aligns with the other
theories considered here.
11See (Poincare´, [1900]; Kraus, [1953], p. 373; Geppert, [1965]; Arora and Geppert, [1967];
Born and Wolf, [1970], sec. 14.2.1; Misner et al., [1973], p. 122; Sebens, [2018]).
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This velocity cannot exceed the speed of light (as it attains its maximum value, c, when
~E and ~B are perpendicular and equal in magnitude).
2.2 The Inertial Role
The inertial role of mass is its role in quantifying the amount of acceleration a body
experiences in response to a given force. The fact that the electromagnetic field possesses
such a mass can be seen in an indirect but compelling way by observing that it is harder
to accelerate a charged body (which carries along some field mass with it) than an
otherwise similar uncharged body (which carries none). The apparent inertial mass of
the charged body is larger because both the mass of the field and the mass of matter
are resisting acceleration. But, this is only one of two effects modifying the way a
charged body reacts to forces (as compared to an uncharged body). Charged bodies
also experience radiation reaction forces when they are accelerated because they emit
electromagnetic radiation which carries away energy and momentum.12 The radiation
reaction force may point opposite the acceleration (making the body even harder to
accelerate) or it may point in some other direction. The total force on the body resulting
from these two distinct effects can be called the ‘field reaction’.13 For an ordinary
macroscopic charged object, the field reaction is insignificant because the amount of
energy in the electromagnetic field is negligible. However, for subatomic particles (like
the electron) the field reaction becomes quite important.
As a simple example of field reaction, consider a spherical positively charged body
which is acted upon by an applied force that uniformly accelerates it from rest over a
very short period of time and then ceases. The electric field around such a body—after
the acceleration has finished but before the radiation has escaped too far—is depicted
in figure 1. Before and after the acceleration, the charge is surrounded by an outwardly
directed electric field (and after by a magnetic field as well). Interpolating between
these pre- and post-acceleration electric fields is a quite differently oriented electric field
resulting from the period of acceleration. During the period of acceleration, a field like
this passes through the body and—as can be seen by looking at the direction of the field
lines in the figure—the net electric force points opposite the direction of acceleration,
making it more difficult to accelerate the charge. Both of the effects mentioned in the
previous paragraph contribute to making the charge more difficult to accelerate: The
12For an introduction to radiation reaction, see (Pearle, [1982]; Griffiths, [1999], ch. 11; Jackson,
[1999], ch. 16).
13This terminology follows (Griffiths, [1999], sec. 11.2). Griffiths divides the electromagnetic field
surrounding an accelerated charge into a ‘velocity field’ which stays with the charge as it moves and
an ‘acceleration field’ which radiates off to infinity. He goes on to use this division of the field into two
parts to explain the difference between field reaction and radiation reaction: ‘As the particle accelerates
and decelerates energy is exchanged between it and the velocity fields, at the same time as energy is
irretrievably radiated away by the acceleration fields. ... if we want to know the recoil force exerted by
the fields on the charge, we need to consider the total power lost at any instant, not just the portion
that eventually escapes in the form of radiation. (The term “radiation reaction” is a misnomer. We
should really call it field reaction. ...)’
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applied force must accelerate not just the mass of body itself, but the mass of the field
surrounding it as well. Also, the applied force must provide the energy which is radiated
away in electromagnetic waves.
Figure 1: This figure shows the electric field lines around a positive charge that was
initially at rest and then for a brief period quickly accelerated to half the speed of light.
The dashed circle indicates the particle’s initial position. Figures like this are discussed
in (Purcell and Morin, [2013], sec. 5.7).
The above approach to understanding the inertial role played by the electromagnetic
field is indirect. The mass of the field should quantify resistance to acceleration of the
thing which possesses that mass—the field itself. Using the field velocity given above
(7), it can be shown that the field’s mass does play this role. Consider the conservation
of momentum equation for electromagnetism,
− ~ff = ∂
∂t
(ρf~vf )− ~∇ · ↔σf , (8)
where −~ff is the force density exerted by matter upon the field (equal and opposite the
force exerted by the field upon matter) and
↔
σf is the momentum flux density tensor for
the electromagnetic field (also known as the Maxwell stress tensor),
↔
σf =
1
4π
~E ⊗ ~E + 1
4π
~B ⊗ ~B − 1
8π
(
E2 +B2
)↔
I . (9)
Upon integrating (8) over a volume, the left side gives the force exerted on the field in
that volume, the first term on the right gives the rate at which the momentum of the
field in that volume is changing, and the second term on the right gives the rate at which
field momentum is leaving that volume.
It is not standard to speak, as I just did, of forces acting upon the electromagnetic
field. But, I think it is helpful to do so. The response of the electromagnetic field to
what I have described as a force exerted by matter has the same form as the relativistic
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Eulerian force law giving the response of matter (modeled as a continuum) to the equal
and opposite force exerted by the field upon matter,
~ff =
∂
∂t
(ρm~vm)− ~∇ · ↔σm , (10)
where ρm is the relativistic mass density, ~vm is the velocity of mass flow, and
↔
σm is the
momentum flux density tensor for matter. Comparing (8) and (10), we see that (8) is
an Eulerian force law for the electromagnetic field. In that equation the mass of the
electromagnetic field quantifies resistance to acceleration in just the same way that the
mass of matter quantifies resistance to acceleration in (10). To better understand the
inertial role of the field’s mass, we could also analyze the Lagrangian forms of these force
laws (which use the material derivative D
Dt
), though we will not do so here (see Sebens,
[2018]).
2.3 The Gravitational Role
In general relativity, the mass of the electromagnetic field acts as a source of gravitation
in just the same way that the mass of matter does. In fact, the electromagnetic field
is considered to be ‘matter’ in the broad way the term is often used in the context of
general relativity.
3 The Mass of the Gravitational Field in Newtonian
Gravity
In Newtonian gravity the gravitational field does not possess a mass playing any of
the three roles we just went through. This should come as no surprise. Mass-energy
equivalence was never a part of Newton’s theory of gravity. Still, it is worthwhile to see
exactly how the gravitational field fails to play these roles for future comparison between
Newtonian gravity and more advanced theories of gravity.
Let us consider how the Newtonian gravitational field interacts with a continuous
distribution of matter. The following equation describes how mass acts as a source for
the gravitational field:
~∇ · ~g = −∇2φ = −4πGρm . (11)
Here φ is the gravitational potential and ~g is the gravitational field, related to φ by
~g = −~∇φ. The density of force exerted upon matter by the gravitational field is
~fg = ρm~g = −ρm~∇φ (12)
The g subscript indicates that a quantity pertains to the gravitational field (for example,
~fg is the force exerted by the gravitational field). As we will be considering three distinct
theories of gravitation, be aware that expressions for such quantities will change.
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The mass density ρm that appears in (11) and (12) is, of course, the density of
ordinary non-relativistic mass. In the context of Newtonian gravity, we will use the
term ‘mass’ to refer to this kind of mass. In the next section, we will shift back to using
‘mass’ for relativistic mass.
3.1 The Conservational Role
In Newtonian gravity, there is no need to attribute mass to the gravitational field in
order to ensure conservation of mass. The (non-relativistic) mass of matter is itself
conserved
∂ρm
∂t
= −~∇ · (ρm~vm) , (13)
in contrast to the (relativistic) mass of matter in electromagnetism—which is only
conserved in conjunction with the (relativistic) mass of the electromagnetic field, see
(5). The gravitational field does not have a mass playing the conservational role.
However, the gravitational field can be attributed an energy density to ensure
conservation of energy. From (11), (12), and (13), we can derive a conservation of
energy equation for gravity similar to (1),
∂
∂t
(−g2
8πG
)
+ ~∇ · ~Sg = −~fg · ~vm , (14)
where
ρEg =
−g2
8πG
=
−|~∇φ|2
8πG
(15)
is interpreted as the energy density of the gravitational field and ~Sg as the Poynting
vector for the gravitational field (giving the gravitational energy flux density),14
~Sg =
1
4πG
(
φ
∂
∂t
~∇φ+ ~vmφ∇2φ
)
. (16)
In words, (14) says that the rate at which the energy of the gravitational field in a
volume changes plus the rate at which gravitational energy leaves that volume is equal
to the rate at which energy is transferred from matter to the gravitational field within
that volume.
The energy density of the Newtonian gravitational field in (15) is quite similar
in form to the energy density of the electromagnetic field (2). However, because of
the difference in sign the gravitational energy density is always negative. Noting the
similarities between gravity and electromagnetism, Maxwell ([1864], part IV) tentatively
proposed the above expression for the energy density of the gravitational field. Maxwell
was troubled by the fact that this energy density is negative. He thought that because
‘energy is essentially positive’, it would be ‘impossible for any part of space to have
14This Poynting vector appears in (Synge, [1972], eq. 5.11, assuming ρm = 0; Noonan, [1984], eq. 10).
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negative intrinsic energy’ and thus that space must possess an ‘enormous [positive]
intrinsic energy’ which (15) describes deficits of. We need not share this particular
concern. Still, the idea that gravitational energy may be negative raises questions. This
feature of gravitational energy will be of special interest to us in the next two theories
of gravity where, by mass-energy equivalence, we will be dealing with negative mass.
The Poynting vector for Newtonian gravity (16) looks odd in comparison to the
Poynting vector for electromagnetism (3). The first oddity to note is that ~Sg is not
expressed purely in terms of field variables, the velocity of matter ~vm appears—as might
ρm if (16) were rewritten using (11). The second oddity is that ~Sg is written in terms of
the gravitational potential φ and cannot be rewritten solely in terms of the gravitational
field ~g. This should raise red flags that the Poynting vector may be gauge-dependent.
Indeed it is. Should you shift φ everywhere by a constant s, ~g will be unchanged
but ~Sg will acquire an additional contribution of
s
4πG
(
∂
∂t
~∇φ+ ~vm∇2φ
)
. However, this
additional contribution is divergenceless—as can easily be seen using (11) and (13).
Thus, the additional contribution does not change the flux of energy out of any closed
surface and does not appear in (14).15
It is worth noting that although we will continue to use the expressions for energy
density and energy flux in (15) and (16), they are not unique. Consider the alternative
energy density of
ρEg =
1
2
ρmφ =
φ∇2φ
8πG
, (17)
which, unlike (15), is a gauge-dependent function of the gravitational potential not
expressible in terms of the gravitational field alone. This density can be interpreted in a
number of ways: as an energy density of the field, an interaction energy density of matter
and field, or a potential energy density of matter. I will treat it as an energy density
of the field, like (2) and (15). One can rewrite the conservation of energy equation (14)
using this new energy density and a suitably altered Poynting vector,16
∂
∂t
(
1
2
ρmφ
)
+ ~∇ ·
[
1
4πG
(
1
2
φ
∂
∂t
~∇φ− 1
2
∂φ
∂t
~∇φ+ ~vmφ∇2φ
)]
= −~fg · ~vm . (18)
As will become relevant in section 5, it is also possible to form energy densities by
combining contributions from (15) and (17).17 The general form of such an energy
density is
ρEg = α
−g2
8πG
+ (1− α)1
2
ρmφ = α
−|~∇φ|2
8πG
+ (1− α)φ∇
2φ
8πG
, (19)
where α can be varied. The conservation of energy equation for such an energy density
15The possibility of adding divergenceless terms to the electromagnetic Poynting vector is discussed
in (Lange, [2001]; Lange, [2002], ch. 5; Griffiths, [1999], p. 347, footnote 1; Jackson, [1999], sec. 6.7 and
12.10).
16This Poynting vector appears in (Bondi, [1962])—restricted to empty space where ρm = 0.
17Such alternative expressions for gravitational energy density are discussed in (Peters, [1981];
Ohanian and Ruffini, [2013], sec. 1.3; Thorne and Blandford, [2017], box 13.4).
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is
∂
∂t
(
α
−g2
8πG
+ (1− α)1
2
ρmφ
)
+ ~∇ ·
[
1
4πG
(
1 + α
2
φ
∂
∂t
~∇φ+ α− 1
2
∂φ
∂t
~∇φ+ ~vmφ∇2φ
)]
= −~fg · ~vm . (20)
3.2 The Inertial Role
Just as there is no need to attribute mass to the gravitational field in order to ensure
conservation of mass, there is also no need to attribute momentum to the gravitational
field in order to ensure conservation of momentum. The integral of the force density
(12) over all of space is zero and thus the momentum of matter is conserved globally.
Local conservation of momentum can be expressed by an equation much like (8),
− ~fg = −~∇ · ↔σg , (21)
where
↔
σg is the momentum flux density tensor for the gravitational field,
18
↔
σg =
−1
4πG
~g ⊗ ~g + 1
8πG
g2
↔
I . (22)
Interpreting (21) analogously to (8), the equation states that any change in the
momentum of matter in a volume is balanced by a flow of momentum into or out of
that volume (as captured by the righthand side). Because this balance is exact, there is
never any accumulation of momentum in the gravitational field and thus the field has
no momentum density (though it does have a momentum flux density since momentum
flows through it). This is in contrast to the electromagnetic field where ~ff does not
exactly balance ~∇ · ↔σf and momentum can be transferred to or from the field (not
merely through it). The fact that momentum does not accumulate in the gravitational
field can be seen as a result of the instantaneous nature of gravitational interactions
between bodies. Because the gravitational field has no momentum, it does not have any
mass playing the inertial role.
Newtonian gravity is usually understood as a theory in which material bodies directly
exert forces upon one another. But, the above comparison with electromagnetism
suggests a different picture. Material bodies do not exert forces directly upon one
another but instead these forces are mediated (though not delayed) by the gravitational
field. The gravitational field exerts forces on matter—given by (12)—and matter exerts
equal and opposite forces upon the gravitational field—the lefthand side of (21). On the
righthand side of (21),
↔
σg acts as a stress tensor describing the forces exerted within the
field (the field-on-field forces).19 The fact that the left and right sides of (21) are equal
18This tensor appears in (Chandrasekhar, [1969], eq. 11; Synge, [1972], eq. 3.2; Misner et al.,
[1973], eq. 39.18; Noonan, [1984], eq. 4; Giulini, [1997], eq. 2.4; Straumann, [2004], eq. 5.61;
Thorne and Blandford, [2017], box 13.4).
19In (Sebens, [2018]) I distinguished between the momentum flux density for the electromagnetic field
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means that the net force on the field in any region of space is zero. Thus, the field acts
somewhat like an idealized massless string, which transmits forces but does not acquire
momentum because the forces that act upon any bit of string are never unbalanced.
An example may help to illustrate the above understanding of forces in Newtonian
gravity. Suppose there are two massive bodies separated from each other by some
distance. Each will experience a force from the gravitational field directed towards the
other body and each will exert a force on the gravitational field directed away from the
other body. These forces on the gravitational field will be balanced by tensile forces in
the gravitational field connecting the forces exerted by the two bodies.20 This is similar
to what happens in the electrostatic case of two opposite charges held in place some
distance from one another. Each experiences an electric force from the electromagnetic
field directed towards the other body and each exerts a force on the electromagnetic field
directed away from the other body. Tensile forces in the electromagnetic field connect
the forces exerted by the two bodies upon the field. In this scenario, the electromagnetic
field carries no momentum—as can be seen immediately from (6), noting that there is
no magnetic field.
When discussing the inertial role of field mass in electromagnetism we began by
addressing the problem indirectly, asking whether it is more difficult to accelerate a
charged body from rest than an uncharged body. Similarly, one could ask if it is any
more difficult to accelerate a body along with the gravitational field surrounding it than
it would be to accelerate the body without its gravitational field (imagining gravity to
be turned off). Of course, it is no more difficult. The gravitational field around a body
does not contribute to its apparent inertial mass in Newton’s theory of gravity.
3.3 The Gravitational Role
In (11), the only source for gravity is the mass of matter, ρm. One could imagine
modifying this equation so that gravity acts as a source for itself, adding to the righthand
side the energy density of the gravitational field divided by c2.21 In light of mass-energy
equivalence, this seems like a natural move. But, mass-energy equivalence is not part
of Newtonian gravity and so we will delay consideration of such a move until the next
section where we examine a theory of gravity that includes mass-energy equivalence. For
now, looking at Newtonian gravity as it is, the gravitational field has no mass playing
the gravitational role.
and the true stress tensor (which is not the Maxwell stress tensor). We need not make such a distinction
in the context of Newtonian gravity since the ρg(~vg ⊗~vg) term that would differentiate the two tensors
is zero (because the gravitational field has no mass).
20Such ‘gravitational tensions’ are mentioned by Kaplan et al. ([2009], sec. 4) in the context of
gravitoelectromagnetism. The idea of tensions in the electromagnetic field is common, dating back
to Faraday’s work (see, e.g., Whittaker, [1951], pp. 187, 271–273; Misner et al., [1973], sec. 5.6; Sebens,
[2018], sec. 5).
21A number of authors have considered such a variant of Newtonian gravitation, including Einstein
([1912]); Geroch ([1978]); Peters ([1981]); Visser ([1989]); Giulini ([1997]); Jefimenko ([2000], [2006]);
Franklin ([2015]).
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4 The Mass of the Gravitational Field in
Gravitoelectromagnetism
Gravitoelectromagnetism is an intermediate theory of gravity that serves as a useful
stepping stone in moving from Newtonian gravity to general relativity and is thus
sometimes included in textbooks on general relativity. Gravitoelectromagnetism
is not nearly as empirically successful as general relativity, but it contains some
significant improvements over Newtonian gravitation: the theory accurately predicts
Lense-Thirring precession and introduces a finite speed at which gravity propagates
(because the theory includes gravitational waves which act like electromagnetic waves).
Studying gravitoelectromagnetism allows us to bring together what we’ve learned about
mass in the electromagnetic and gravitational fields on our way to understanding the
mass of the gravitational field in general relativity. Gravitoelectromagnetism can be
arrived at either as an extension of Newtonian gravity modeled off electromagnetism or
as a weak-field slow-velocity approximation to general relativity.22 I present the first
method here and the second in appendix B.
If the relevant velocities are sufficiently small, the laws of electromagnetism, (27) and
(28), reduce to the laws of electrostatics,
Electrostatics
~∇ · ~E = 4πρqm
~∇× ~E = 0 (23)
~ff = ρ
q
m
~E , (24)
because there is no appreciable magnetic field produced by moving charges.23 These
22For more on gravitoelectromagnetism as an extension of Newtonian gravity, see (Heaviside, [1893];
Misner et al., [1973], ex. 7.2; Jefimenko, [2000], [2006]). For more on gravitoelectromagnetism as a limit
of general relativity and on the empirical observation of gravitomagnetic effects, see (Forward, [1961];
Braginsky et al., [1977]; Wald, [1984], sec. 4.4a; Harris, [1991]; Damour et al., [1991]; Jantzen et al.,
[1992]; Ciufolini and Wheeler, [1995]; Maartens and Bassett, [1998]; Mashhoon et al., [1999], [2001];
Mashhoon, [2001], [2007]; Clark and Tucker, [2000]; Straumann, [unpublished]; Tartaglia and Ruggiero,
[2003]; Hobson et al., [2006], app. 17A; Kaplan et al., [2009]; Keppel et al., [2009]; Ohanian and Ruffini,
[2013], sec. 3.4 and 4.7; Bakopoulos and Kanti, [2017]). In this literature there is wide variation
regarding notation and definitions. I see this chaos as a license to define things as I see fit. I’ve
chosen to define the gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields ~Eg and ~Bg so that they have the same
units as ~E and ~B. This choice makes the expressions for energy density and momentum flux density
particularly simple. As compared to (Jefimenko, [2000], [2006]), my gravitoelectric field is 1√
G
times his
gravitational field ~g and my gravitomagnetic field is c√
G
times his cogravitational field ~K. As compared
to (Hobson et al., [2006], app. 17A), my gravitoelectric field is 1√
G
times theirs and my gravitomagnetic
field is c
4
√
G
times theirs. As compared to (Mashhoon et al., [1999], [2001]; Mashhoon, [2001], [2007]),
my gravitoelectric field is −1√
G
times theirs and my gravitomagnetic field is −1
2
√
G
times theirs.
23From these laws of electrostatics, one could derive a conservation of energy equation similar to (14)
(with φ replaced by the electric potential V ). In so doing, a Poynting vector for the electric field would
be introduced with the same defects as (16). As was the case for the Newtonian gravitational field, the
energy density of the electric field would not be unique. For example, the energy density 1
2
ρ
q
mV , like
(17), could be used in place of E
2
8pi
from (2) (Griffiths, [1999], eq. 2.43; Jackson, [1999], eq. 1.53; Peters,
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laws closely resemble the laws of Newtonian gravity, (11) and (12) along with ~∇×~g = 0
(which follows from the fact that ~g is the gradient of a scalar field),
Gravitostatics
~∇ · ~Eg = −4π
√
Gρm
~∇× ~Eg = 0 (25)
~fg =
√
Gρm ~Eg . (26)
Here we’ve replaced ~g by the rescaled ~Eg =
1√
G
~g (the ‘gravitoelectric field’) and titled
the theory ‘gravitostatics’ to suggest that it is the low-velocity limit of a deeper theory.
The difference between gravitostatics and electrostatics is just that the charge density
which generates the field has been replaced by −√G times the mass density and the
charge density used for calculating the force exerted by the field has been replaced by√
G times the mass density (these differing signs ensure that gravity is attractive and
not repulsive).24 We can extend this replacement procedure to full electromagnetism
in order to get a theory of gravitoelectromagnetism in which moving mass produces a
‘gravitomagnetic field’ just as moving charge produces a magnetic field. (Of particular
importance for applications of the theory is the fact that rotating planets produce
gravitomagnetic fields which are measurable, but weak enough that their effects don’t
spoil the successes of Newtonian gravity.) Here are the Maxwell equations and Lorentz
force laws for the two theories,25 placed side-by-side to facilitate quick comparison:
Electromagnetism Gravitoelectromagnetism
~∇ · ~E = 4πρqm ~∇ · ~Eg = −4π
√
Gρm
~∇× ~E = −1
c
∂ ~B
∂t
~∇× ~Eg = −1
c
∂ ~Bg
∂t
~∇ · ~B = 0 ~∇ · ~Bg = 0
~∇× ~B = 4π
c
~Jm +
1
c
∂ ~E
∂t
~∇× ~Bg = −4π
c
√
G~Gm +
1
c
∂ ~Eg
∂t
(27)
~ff = ρ
q
m
(
~E +
1
c
~v qm × ~B
)
~fg =
√
Gρm
(
~Eg +
4
c
~vm × ~Bg
)
. (28)
Moving further away from Newtonian gravity, I will take the ρm which appears in
the laws of gravitoelectromagnetism to be the relativistic mass density of matter and
henceforth resume the use of ‘mass’ as shorthand for ‘relativistic mass’. The momentum
density of matter is ~Gm = ρm~vm. Just as the electric and magnetic fields are referred to
[1981]).
24We can thus think of mass as a kind of ‘gravitational charge’. Or, following Coulomb, we could go
the other way and think of electric charge as a kind of ‘electrical mass’ (Roller and Roller, [1954], p.
79).
25Here I treat both fields as interacting only with matter and ignore any interactions between the
electromagnetic and gravitational fields.
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together as the electromagnetic field, the gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields will
be referred to together as the gravitational field (which is much less of a mouthful than
‘the gravitoelectromagnetic field’).
Note that (27) and (28) include one important deviation from the recipe of
substitution given above: there is a factor of 4 which accompanies the gravitomagnetic
force on matter in ~fg but not the magnetic force on matter in ~ff . One would not
have guessed this factor of 4 from the comparison with electromagnetism (and for that
reason it does not appear in all presentations of gravitoelectromagnetism26). The factor
of 4 arises when you derive gravitoelectromagnetism as an approximation to general
relativity (appendix B) and is important to the theory’s applications (Straumann,
[unpublished], sec. 2.3). As we will see, this disanalogy with electromagnetism leads
to a violation of momentum conservation. So, at times it will be helpful to compare
gravitoelectromagnetism (as presented above) with an alternative theory in which the
troublesome factor of 4 is not present.
4.1 The Conservational Role
From the gravitoelectromagnetic Maxwell equations and Lorentz force law, one can
derive an equation for the conservation of energy analogous to Poynting’s theorem in
electromagnetism (1),
∂
∂t
[−1
8π
(
E2g +B
2
g
)]
+ ~∇ · ~Sg = −~fg · ~vm . (29)
In this equation the aforementioned factor of 4 is irrelevant since the gravitomagnetic
force drops out when ~fg is dotted with ~vm. The energy density of the gravitational field
which appears in (29) is
ρEg = −
1
8π
(
E2g +B
2
g
)
, (30)
and the Poynting vector for the gravitational field is27
~Sg = − c
4π
~Eg × ~Bg . (31)
Dividing (29) by c2 yields an equation for the conservation of mass similar to (5),
∂ρg
∂t
+ ~∇ · ~Gg = −
~fg · ~vm
c2
, (32)
where the mass density of the field is
ρg = − 1
8πc2
(
E2g +B
2
g
)
, (33)
26See, e.g., (Jefimenko, [2000], [2006]).
27This Poynting vector appears in (Heaviside, [1893]; Jefimenko, [2000], eq. 6-2.41; Mashhoon, [2007],
eq. 3.17).
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and ~Gg is the momentum density arrived at by diving the Poynting vector by c
2,
~Gg = − 1
4πc
~Eg × ~Bg . (34)
We can introduce a velocity for the gravitational field,
~vg =
~Gg
ρg
=
~Sg
ρEg
= 2c
~Eg × ~Bg(
E2g +B
2
g
) , (35)
which takes exactly the same form as (7) and is similarly capped at c. Note that the
mass and energy of the gravitational field are negative. This is an important disanalogy
with electromagnetism, the consequences of which will be explored shortly.
Before proceeding to consider the inertial role of the gravitational field’s mass
in gravitoelectromagnetism, let’s briefly discuss the connection between the above
equations for gravitoelectromagnetism and the corresponding equations for Newtonian
gravity. The energy density in (30) is a straightforward extension of the energy density
in (15) to incorporate the new gravitomagnetic field. The Poynting vector in (31) looks
quite different from (16) and does not have the same defects. Still, the divergence of
~Sg—which appears in (29) and determines the flux of gravitational energy through any
closed surface—will agree with the Newtonian expression in the appropriate limit.28
4.2 The Inertial Role
As before, one can approach the question of whether the gravitational field has a mass
playing the inertial role indirectly by asking how difficult it is to accelerate a massive
body along with its gravitational field as compared to accelerating the same body
with gravity turned off. In gravitoelectromagnetism, the fact that massive bodies are
accompanied by clouds of negative field mass makes them easier to accelerate. However,
as in electromagnetism, there is a second effect to consider: radiation reaction. In
gravitoelectromagnetism, accelerating massive bodies gain energy from the emission of
negative energy gravitational radiation.
Consider the simple case of applying an external force to accelerate a massive
28Starting with ~Sg from (31), the divergence is
~∇ · ~Sg = −
c
4π
(
~Bg · (~∇× ~Eg)− ~Eg · (~∇× ~Bg)
)
. (36)
In the Newtonian limit the curl of ~Eg is zero (25). We can use the gravitoelectromagnetic Maxwell
equations (27) to expand the curl of ~Bg ,
~∇ · ~Sg = 1
4π
~Eg
∂ ~Eg
∂t
−
√
Gρ~Eg · ~vm . (37)
Using (11) and (13), this becomes
~∇ · ~Sg = ~∇ ·
[
1
4πG
φ
∂
∂t
~∇φ+ 1
4πG
~vφ~∇2φ
]
, (38)
in agreement with (16).
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spherical body from rest. As in section 2.2, we can see that there will be a field
reaction force opposing that acceleration by looking at the field lines. Because Maxwell’s
equations are essentially unchanged, figure 1 will accurately depict the gravitoelectric
field around a body that was temporarily accelerated from rest provided we flip the
arrows on the field lines. The field reaction force will thus point along the direction of
acceleration, making the body easier to accelerate than it otherwise would be.
It is a problematic feature of the theory that the energy of gravitational waves is
negative. A physical system could potentially gain arbitrarily large amounts of energy
by sending out waves of negative energy into empty space. This peculiar feature of
gravitoelectromagnetism is removed in general relativity where—although the energy of
the gravitational field can still be negative—the energy carried away by gravitational
waves is positive.
Let us now consider the inertial role directly, asking how hard it is to accelerate the
gravitational field itself. From (27) and (28) you can calculate an Eulerian force law for
the gravitational field,
−
[√
Gρm
(
~Eg +
1
c
~vm × ~Bg
)]
=
∂
∂t
(ρg~vg)− ~∇ · ↔σg , (39)
where ρg~vg is the momentum density of the gravitational field and
↔
σg is the momentum
flux density tensor
↔
σg =
−1
4π
~Eg ⊗ ~Eg + −1
4π
~Bg ⊗ ~Bg + 1
8π
(
E2g +B
2
g
)↔
I , (40)
which clearly reduces to the Newtonian expression (22) when the gravitomagnetic field
is negligible. The key difference between (39) and the conservation of momentum
equation for electromagnetism (8) is that the force exerted upon the gravitational field
by matter appearing on the left side of (39) is not equal and opposite the force exerted
by the gravitational field upon matter (28). Because of this violation of Newton’s third
law, momentum is not conserved in gravitoelectromagnetism (as the theory has been
formulated above). However, if the factor of 4 were not included in (28) (a possibility
discussed earlier) then the forces would balance and momentum would be conserved in
the theory.
Considering the theory without the factor of 4, Jefimenko ([2006], ch. 8) argues that
Newton’s third law does not hold in gravitoelectromagnetism (though conservation of
momentum does). An apparent violation of Newton’s third law: when there are just
two massive bodies in motion, the forces each one feels may not be equal and opposite.
If forces are understood to be exerted by each body on the other, this would amount
to a violation of Newton’s third law. But, if we instead think of forces as exerted by
the gravitational field upon matter and by matter back upon the gravitational field,
then from (28) (without the 4) and (39) it is clear that Newton’s third law is upheld.
The same maneuver can be used to save Newton’s third law from a similar challenge in
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electromagnetism (Sebens, [2018]).
4.3 The Gravitational Role
There is an inconsistency in gravitoelectromagnetism. As the gravitational field exerts
forces upon matter, energy will be exchanged between field and matter at a rate of
~fg · ~vm (29). By mass-energy equivalence, this means that the total mass of matter
will be changing over time. However, by evaluating ~∇ · (~∇ × ~Bg) = 0 using the
gravitoelectromagnetic Maxwell equations (27) you can derive an equation requiring
conservation of mass for matter alone—just as one can derive the conservation of
charge from the electromagnetic Maxwell equations. One way to rid the theory of
this inconsistency is to say that the mass density which appears in the theory’s laws,
(27) and (28), is the density of proper mass, not relativistic mass. Since proper mass
will not change as matter gains and loses energy in gravitoelectromagnetic interactions,
the proper mass of matter alone would be conserved. However, this response takes
gravitoelectromagnetism farther from general relativity, where it is relativistic mass
(not proper mass) that acts as the source of gravitation. Another way to cure this
inconsistency is to modify the gravitoelectromagnetic Maxwell equations so that the
mass of the gravitational field itself acts as a source for gravity (thereby having the
mass of the gravitational field play all three of its rightful roles, not just two):29
Gravitoelectromagnetism (with self-source terms)
~∇ · ~Eg = −4π
√
G(ρm + ρg)
~∇× ~Eg = −1
c
∂ ~Bg
∂t
~∇ · ~Bg = 0
~∇× ~Bg = −4π
c
√
G
(
~Gm + ~Gg
)
+
1
c
∂ ~Eg
∂t
(41)
~fg =
√
Gρm
(
~Eg +
4
c
~vm × ~Bg
)
. (42)
The aforementioned inconsistency is removed as the equation for conservation of energy
(29) is unchanged and ~∇· (~∇× ~Bg) = 0 now yields a conservation law for the total mass
of matter and field,
∂ρm
∂t
+
∂ρg
∂t
= −~∇ · (ρm~vm)− ~∇ · (ρg~vg) . (43)
However, these altered gravitoelectromagnetic equations give rise to an additional
Lorentz-force-like term,
√
Gρg
(
~Eg +
1
c
~vg × ~Bg
)
, in the conservation of momentum
equation (39) so that now the theory violates conservation of momentum with or without
29Jefimenko ([2000], [2006]) considers making such a modification, though he focuses primarily on
gravitostatics (Newtonian gravity).
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the troublesome factor of 4 in (42). One could imagine making further alterations to
the laws of gravitoelectromagnetism in order to alleviate all such problems, but I will
not explore that avenue here.30
In gravitoelectromagnetism the total mass of a planet, including the gravitational
field surrounding it, is less than the mass of the matter that composes the planet alone.
This is somewhat strange. But, it is a strangeness that we should get used to: it will
remain in general relativity31 and was already present (for energy but not mass) in
Newtonian gravity. Because it is this total mass ρm + ρg, and not ρm alone, which acts
as the source of gravitation in (41), the gravitational field far away from a planet will
be a bit weaker than you’d expect from (11) or (27). This effect is generally small. For
example, the mass of the earth’s gravitational field is about −4.2×10−10 times the mass
of the earth itself.32
5 The Mass of the Gravitational Field in General
Relativity
The theory of general relativity is normally presented as a theory of spacetime geometry
in which gravity is represented by the curvature of spacetime and not by a field on
spacetime. Such a geometric approach to general relativity makes it difficult to pose
the questions we’ve been asking of the previous theories as it appears, prima facie,
that there is no gravitational field to ponder the mass of. One might argue that even
though there is no separate field defined on spacetime, there exists some aspect of the
spacetime which deserves the name ‘gravitational field’, such as the connection Γαβγ , the
Riemann tensor Rαβγδ, or the metric gµν .
33 However, a field which is part of spacetime
looks quite different from the fields on spacetime that we have been evaluating in the
preceding sections.
In order to more easily build on what we’ve learned so far, it will be helpful to
focus on an alternative formulation of general relativity in which gravity is treated as
a field on spacetime. I will call this the field-theoretic approach to contrast it with the
geometric approach described above.34 The field-theoretic approach to general relativity
30See the references in footnote 35 for more on this sort of problem as it arises in the context of
general relativity (in particular, Misner et al., [1973], p. 186).
31This effect is mentioned often in discussions of general relativity, e.g., (Arnowitt et al., [1960];
Weinberg, [1972], sec. 3.1, 7.6, and 8.2; Misner et al., [1973], p. 467; Ohanian, [unpublished]).
32Weinberg ([1972], p. 70) gives an estimate of this contribution which appears to be off by a factor
of two.
33The merits of these options are assessed in (Lehmkuhl, [2008], sec. 4) and references therein.
34Finding appropriate terminology here is difficult as there are a range of subtly different views about
the status of spacetime geometry and gravitational field in general relativity. Lehmkuhl ([2008]) carves
things up differently. According to Lehmkuhl, a ‘field interpretation’ of general relativity ‘claims that
the geometry of spacetime can be reduced to the behavior of gravitational fields’. This category is
meant to include the field-theoretic approach alongside others. On the field-theoretic approach, the flat
background spacetime is of course independent of the gravitational field and not reduced to it. But, the
metric gµν—which is interpreted as specifying the geometry of spacetime on the geometric approach—is
straightforwardly determined by the gravitational field according to (44).
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has been developed in a number of sources including the textbooks of Weinberg ([1972])
and Feynman et al. ([1995]).35 On this way of understanding the theory, what used to
be interpreted as the spacetime metric, gµν , is broken up into a background spacetime
metric (which we will take to be flat) and a (spin-two) tensor field on that spacetime,
gµν = ηµν + hµν , (44)
where ηµν is the Minkowski metric and hµν is a potential specifying the state of the field
(like φ in section 3 or Aµg in appendix B).
36 The laws that govern gµν (the Einstein field
equations) are unchanged.
The decomposition in (44) is central to the linear approximation to general relativity
where hµν is assumed to be small. Here no such assumption is made. The proponents
of the field-theoretic approach see it as a way of formulating general relativity which
is (at least largely) equivalent to the theory’s more standard geometric formulation.37
The field-theoretic approach is presented as preferable to the geometric approach since
it makes gravity look more like the other physical fields that appear in particle physics
and thus serves as a useful framework for developing a quantum theory of gravity.
On the field-theoretic approach, the background spacetime ηµν is
unobservable—other decompositions of the metric into background spacetime and
field would work just as well since it is the total metric gµν which matters for deriving
predictions from the theory. Wald ([1984], p. 286) has criticized the introduction
of such a decomposition of the metric into unobservable flat background spacetime
and dynamical field as against the ‘spirit’ of general relativity, writing that: ‘Such
additional structure would be completely counter to the spirit of general relativity,
which views the spacetime metric as fully describing all aspects of spacetime structure
and the gravitational field.’ This charge of heresy could certainly be challenged—debate
over the spirit of general relativity should be permitted among those studying the
foundations of physics. However, this is not the only problem facing the field-theoretic
approach. The approach has also been criticized for functioning poorly when deviations
from the Minkowski metric are large—in particular when one is attempting to describe
the physics of black holes—and for being only applicable to spacetimes which have
35For more on the field-theoretic approach to general relativity, see (Kraichnan, [1955]; Gupta, [1957];
Deser, [1970]; Misner et al., [1973], boxes 7.1, 17.2, and 18.1; Straumann, [unpublished]; Lehmkuhl,
[2008], sec. 5; Ohanian and Ruffini, [2013], ch. 3). Some of these authors (as well as Weinberg, [1972],
p. 171; Feynman et al., [1995], pp. x–xv and ch. 6) present a field-theoretic way of ‘deriving’ general
relativity: start with a spin-two tensor field theory sourced by the energy-momentum tensor of matter
(not including gravity) and then in clearing up the inconsistency problems that will arise (similar to
those presented in section 4.3) introduce a sequence of appropriate additional source terms (whereby
gravity acts as a source for gravity) until the theory is rendered consistent. (For a recent critical
discussion of this sort of derivation, see Padmanabhan, [2008]; cf. Pitts and Schieve, [2007].)
36One could alternatively take gµν (not hµν) to give the state of the gravitational field, thinking of
the background spacetime as a metric-less manifold. This idea is discussed in (Earman and Norton,
[1987]; Maudlin, [1988]; Hoefer, [1996]; Rey, [unpublished]). Such an approach is distinct from the
field-theoretic and geometric approaches described above.
37See (Weinberg, [1972], p. 165; Feynman et al., [1995], ch. 6 and 8).
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a simply connected Euclidean topology.38 It is hard to say what lesson we should
draw. If, despite these objections, you conclude that the field-theoretic approach
provides a reasonably good perspective on general relativity, then you can read this
section straightforwardly as a discussion of the mass of the gravitational field in
general relativity. If, on the other hand, you see these objections as indicating that
the field-theoretic approach is far removed from the standard geometric approach to
general relativity, then you can read this section like the two that preceded it: as a
discussion of the mass of the gravitational field in a theory of gravity less advanced
than true general relativity (though closer to it than either Newtonian gravity or
gravitoelectromagnetism) and as a prolegomenon to a real analysis of the mass of the
gravitational field in general relativity (which I do not give in this paper).
There a number of challenges facing attempts to define a gravitational energy density
in general relativity—that are of course also challenges to defining a mass density for
the gravitational field (as mass density is just energy density over c2). One problem
that has been discussed widely in the physics and philosophy literature is that, in the
geometric approach to general relativity, the gravitational energy density one assigns to
a point depends on one’s choice of coordinates.39 This problem will not be addressed
head-on as it is sidestepped in the field-theoretic approach where the flat background
spacetime defines a preferred set of coordinates. However, there is another widely
discussed challenge for defining gravitational energy density in general relativity which
cannot be so easily avoided as it aﬄicts both the geometric and field-theoretic approaches
to general relativity: there are multiple ways to define an energy-momentum tensor for
the gravitational field.
5.1 The Conservational Role
It seems clear that we must attribute some mass to the gravitational field in order to
ensure conservation of mass. But, exactly how one ought to do so is less clear. There
are a number of different ways to represent the flow of mass, energy, and momentum
in the gravitational field—related to the different ways of describing the density and
flow of energy in Newtonian gravity (section 3.1). Here I will discuss two of the
existing representations—those of Weinberg and Landau-Lifshitz—and give desiderata
for a third.
To understand Weinberg’s representation, let us begin by rewriting the Einstein field
38See (Thirring, [1961], sec. 5; Misner et al., [1973], box 18.1; Wald, [1984], p. 76; Straumann,
[unpublished], sec. 2).
39See (Landau and Lifshitz, [1972], p. 307; Misner et al., [1973], sec. 20.4; Wald, [1984],
sec. 11.2; Pinto-Neto and Trajtenberg, [2000]; Hoefer, [2000]; Pitts, [2010]; Lam, [2011], p.
1018; Du¨rr, [forthcoming a]; Du¨rr, [forthcoming b]; Curiel, [forthcoming]; Read, [forthcoming]).
(Dewar and Weatherall, [2018] argue that this problem arises even in Newtonian gravity.) One common
response is to forego a notion of local gravitational energy density in general relativity and to instead
seek a way of defining the amount of gravitational energy only globally (through, e.g., the Komar,
Bondi, or ADM definitions; Wald, [1984], sec. 11.2) or perhaps defining it only quasi-locally—i.e., in
certain finite regions (Szabados, [2009]).
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equations
Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = −8πG
c4
Tµν , (45)
using the decomposition of gµν into background and field from (44):
R(1)µν −
1
2
R(1)ηµν = −8πG
c4
[Tµν + tµν ] . (46)
Here R
(1)
µν is the part of the Ricci tensor Rµν which is linear in hµν ,
R(1)µν =
1
2
(
∂ν∂µh
λ
λ + ∂λ∂
λhµν − ∂λ∂νhλµ − ∂λ∂µhλν
)
, (47)
and tµν serves as a catch-all for the higher order terms in Rµν ,
tµν =
c4
8πG
(
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν −R(1)µν +
1
2
R(1)ηµν
)
. (48)
In the equations of general relativity above and below I’ve adopted the sign conventions
and notation of (Weinberg, [1972]), though factors of c are included here.
The tensor T µν is generally interpreted as the energy-momentum tensor of matter
(where here ‘matter’ is meant to include the electromagnetic field and any other
non-gravitational fields). Weinberg calls tµν ‘the energy-momentum “tensor” of the
gravitational field’,40 giving a number of reasons why the tensor deserves this name,
including the facts that: (a) T µν and tµν act together in sum as the source of the
gravitational field in (46), and (b) neither the energy-momentum of matter (as described
by T µν) nor the energy-momentum of the gravitational field (as described by tµν) are
alone conserved, but total energy-momentum is conserved,
∂
∂xµ
[T µν + tµν ] = 0 . (49)
This equation encodes both conservation of energy (and thus also conservation of
mass as mass is proportional to energy) and conservation of momentum. One might
contend that the energy-momentum of matter alone is conserved because the covariant
four-dimensional divergence of T µν is zero,
T µν;µ =
∂
∂xµ
T µν + ΓµµλT
λν + ΓνµλT
µλ = 0 . (50)
However, from the perspective of the field-theoretic approach with ηµν as the background
spacetime, it is clear that (49) is a true conservation law and (50) is not.41
40This candidate energy-momentum tensor for the gravitational field also appears in (Misner et al.,
[1973], p. 465).
41Many authors give explanations as to why (50) should not be regarded as a conservation law for the
energy-momentum of matter alone: Landau and Lifshitz ([1972], sec. 101); Weinberg ([1972], sec. 7.6);
Straumann ([2004], sec. 1.4.2); Hobson et al. ([2006], sec. 8.3); Ohanian ([unpublished]); Lam ([2011]).
On the other side, Misner et al. ([1973], ch. 16–17) and Wald ([1984], pp. 69–70) take (50) to be a local
conservation law for the energy and momentum of matter alone and Dewar and Weatherall ([2018])
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Both of the reasons given above are fine reasons for taking the total
energy-momentum of matter and gravitational field to be given by τµν = T µν+tµν . But,
it is not so clear that we have properly split the energy-momentum of the gravitational
field from the energy-momentum of matter. We will return to this point shortly.
Landau and Lifshitz ([1972], sec. 101) introduce an alternative tensor to describe the
flow of energy and momentum in the gravitational field. Their tensor appears on the
righthand side of the Einstein field equations when these equations are written in a third
way, different from either (45) or (46),
∂
∂xρ
∂
∂xσ
[(−g)(gµνgρσ − gµρgνσ] = 16πG
c4
(−g)(T µν + tµνLL) . (51)
Here g is the determinant of gµν and t
µν
LL is the Landau-Lifshitz tensor. The energy and
momentum of field and matter together are conserved as,
∂
∂xµ
[(−g)(T µν + tµνLL)] = 0 . (52)
This is a true conservation law, like (49), provided we revise our understanding of the
energy-momentum tensor of matter so that it is given by −gT µν, not T µν, and the
energy-momentum tensor for the field is similarly understood as −gtµνLL, not tµνLL. The
Landau-Lifshitz tensor can be defended by considerations similar to the two marshaled
in favor of Weinberg’s tensor: (a) T µν and tµνLL act together in sum as the source of the
gravitational field in (51), and (b) the total energy-momentum, τµνLL = (−g)(T µν + tµνLL),
is conserved. Again, the splitting of τµνLL into matter and field contributions can be
questioned.
The objects tµν and tµνLL are often called ‘pseudotensors’ because they do not count
as true tensors by the lights of the geometric approach to general relativity where gµν
is taken to be the spacetime metric. However, in the field-theoretic approach adopted
here (with a fixed Minkowski spacetime background), tµν and tµνLL are genuine tensors
because they transform properly under Lorentz transformations.42
In order to better understand the Weinberg and Landau-Lifshitz tensors, let us
consider them in the Newtonian limit of general relativity43 where hµν can be written
argue from this interpretation that (unless one modifies Einstein’s field equations) there cannot be an
energy assigned to gravity which is ever transferred either to or from matter.
42See (Landau and Lifshitz, [1972], p. 306; Weinberg, [1972], p. 167; Pinto-Neto and Trajtenberg,
[2000]; Pitts and Schieve, [2007], sec. 1).
43Since we are deriving the Newtonian energy formulas, I refer to this approximation as the ‘Newtonian
limit’. But, as Chandrasekhar ([1969], p. 51) emphasizes, deriving such expressions requires looking at
terms that are normally called ‘post-Newtonian’.
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in terms of the gravitational potential φ as


2φ
c2
0 0 0
0 2φ
c2
0 0
0 0 2φ
c2
0
0 0 0 2φ
c2

+ order φ
2 . (53)
Here the energy densities are (to lowest order)44
t00 =
−3|~∇φ|2
8πG
−gt00LL =
−7|~∇φ|2
8πG
. (54)
These look quite similar to the expressions for the Newtonian energy density in (19) with
α equal to 3 and 7, respectively. However, the terms proportional to ρmφ are absent.
Peters ([1981], p. 561) conjectures that T 00 must include a −ρmφ term so that T 00+ t00
contains the correct gravitational energy in the Newtonian limit, though he does not
derive this for any particular type of matter. Kaplan et al. ([2009], eq. 5.1) show that,
for a perfect fluid, −gT 00 contains a −3ρmφ term in addition to the non-gravitational
energy of matter45—exactly what’s needed for (−g)(T 00 + t00LL) to match the energy
density in (19) with α = 7.46 This term might be interpreted as a potential energy
density of matter, an interaction energy density, or a contribution to the field energy
density. If we’d like to interpret it as part of the field energy density (as in section 3.1),
then we should conclude that it has been misplaced (taking advantage of our freedom to
question the splitting of τµνLL into matter and field contributions). One could redefine the
energy-momentum tensors for matter and field so that terms like this are moved from
the energy-momentum tensor of matter to the energy-momentum tensor of the field.
In addition to energy density, we can also examine energy flux in the Newtonian
limit. The energy flux density (Poynting vector) derived from the Landau-Lifshitz tensor,
−gct0iLL, is given in (Chandrasekhar, [1969], eq. 55). One can derive47 that the divergence
of this Poynting vector is
∂
∂xi
(−gc t0iLL) =
1
4πGc
~∇ ·
[
1
4πG
(
4φ
∂
∂t
~∇φ+ 3∂φ
∂t
~∇φ+ 4~vmφ∇2φ
)]
, (55)
which almost agrees with the divergence of the Newtonian Poynting vector (20)—as the
gravitoelectromagnetic Poynting vector was shown to in section 4.1. The only difference
44These energy densities are given in (Chandrasekhar, [1969], eq. 46; Peters, [1981], eq. 36; Nikishov,
[2001], eq. 57 and 70; Poisson and Will, [2014], eq. 7.50a).
45See also (Poisson and Will, [2014], eq. 7.47a).
46Here it is Kaplan et al.’s ‘conserved rest-mass density’ ρ∗ and not ρ0 which corresponds to the
(non-relativistic) mass density ρm from section 3 (see also Chandrasekhar, [1965], sec. 7; Misner et al.,
[1973], sec. 39.11).
47In this derivation one must make use of equations 3, 45, 49, and 117 in (Chandrasekhar, [1965]), as
well as the remark by Kaplan et al. ([2009], sec. 3) that their ρ∗ can be treated as the source of φ.
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is the coefficient on the third term. This is compensated for by a −3~vmφρm term
which Kaplan et al. ([2009], eq. 5.1) have shown to appear in the energy flux density
of a perfect fluid, −gc T 0i. Again, one might question whether such a term belongs
in the energy-momentum tensor of matter when it could instead be moved into the
energy-momentum tensor of the field.
Earlier I mentioned that the field-theoretic approach to general relativity avoids
the problem of gravitational energy being coordinate-dependent by introducing a fixed
spacetime background. Pitts and Schieve ([2007], p. 700)48 claim that, in avoiding this
problem, the field-theoretic approach ends up facing another: the tensors that one might
introduce to describe the flow of energy and momentum in the gravitational field—like
those of Weinberg and Landau-Lifshitz—are gauge-dependent. This is what one would
expect from their limiting behavior. The general Newtonian energy density (19) is only
gauge-independent for α = 1 (Maxwell’s proposal) and these tensors correspond to α = 3
and 7. A gravitational energy-momentum tensor which limits to (19) for α = 1 might
fare better regarding gauge-dependence.
Many authors have lamented the proliferation of energy-momentum tensors for the
gravitational field. But, I think there is good reason to search for another. In each of
the three theories we considered previously, one was able to fully separate the energy
and momentum of the field from the energy and momentum of matter so that no
field-dependent quantities appeared in the energy and momentum densities (or flux
densities) for matter. By recarving the total energy-momentum tensor into field and
matter contributions, one should be able to do so in general relativity as well. Beyond
this freedom to recarve, there is a second freedom available in seeking new stress-energy
tensors: one can rewrite the Einstein field equations so that different terms appear
on the righthand side, as in (46) and (51). We’ve already seen that such rewritings
correspond to different Newtonian energy densities in the Newtonian limit. It would
be worthwhile to use these two freedoms to find a rewriting and recarving for which
the energy-momentum tensor of the field yields Maxwell’s Newtonian energy density
(15) and the corresponding energy flux density (16) in the Newtonian limit—as well
as the gravitoelectromagnetic energy density (30) and energy flux density (31) on the
way to that limit. This would bring our understanding of energy and momentum in
general relativity into closer alignment with these two less-advanced theories, and also
with electromagnetism (as it is so similar to gravitoelectromagnetism).
5.2 The Inertial Role
The conservation laws above—(49) and (52)—contain conservation of momentum
equations similar to those examined earlier—(8), (21), and (39)—with the field velocity
given by either ct0i/t00 or ct0iLL/t
00
LL. In these equations, as in the similar ones considered
before, the mass of the field plays the inertial role.
48See also (Pinto-Neto and Trajtenberg, [2000]; Pitts, [2010]).
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As was done before, we can also examine the way in which the mass of the
gravitational field plays the inertial role indirectly by asking whether it requires more
force to accelerate a massive body with gravity turned on or gravity turned off.
In section 2.2 we identified two effects modifying the reaction of a charged body
to applied forces: (a) the mass of the electromagnetic field surrounding the body
must be accelerated, and (b) electromagnetic waves are produced when the body is
accelerated and these waves carry away energy and momentum. In section 4.2 we saw
that in gravitoelectromagnetism massive bodies are surrounded by clouds of negative
gravitational field mass which make those bodies easier to accelerate. When such bodies
are accelerated they emit gravitational waves which carry away negative energy. In
general relativity, as in gravitoelectromagnetism, the total mass of the gravitational
field around a body is negative—at least when the gravitational energy density is
well-approximated by the Newtonian expression (19) for some value of α. Again, this
negative field mass makes the body easier to accelerate. Unlike gravitoelectromagnetism,
the energy of gravitational waves in general relativity is positive. This makes a body
harder to accelerate from rest—in opposition to the first effect—since one must also
supply the energy that goes into the gravitational waves.49
It is worth remembering that these two effects are generally small. The mass in the
gravitational field around the earth is ten orders of magnitude smaller than the mass of
the earth itself and the earth emits an insignificant amount of gravitational radiation
as it orbits the sun. However, these effects can be significant. Gravitational waves
were first observed indirectly by their radiation reaction effects. The orbits of binary
pulsars were seen to change over time as the pulsars lost energy to gravitational waves.50
Gravitational waves have now been directly observed by the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO). The first gravitational waves observed by
LIGO came from a black hole merger in which so much energy was radiated away
through gravitational waves that after the black holes had merged their total mass had
decreased by about three times the mass of the sun (Abbott, [2016]).
5.3 The Gravitational Role
Looking at the Einstein field equations (45), it appears that the only source for gravity is
the energy-momentum of matter, T µν , on the righthand side and thus that gravitational
energy-momentum is not a source of gravity. Misner et al. ([1973], p. 467) write that,
...‘local gravitational energy-momentum’ has no weight. It does not curve
space. It does not serve as a source term on the righthand side of Einstein’s
field equations. It does not produce any relative geodesic deviation of two
nearby world lines that pass through the region of space in question. It is
49Poisson and Will ([2014], ch. 12) analyze this gravitational radiation reaction in detail and compare
it to the (much simpler) case of electromagnetic radiation reaction (see footnote 12).
50See (Poisson and Will, [2014], sec. 12.4.1), cf. (Du¨rr, [forthcoming b]).
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not observable.51
However, there are a couple of reasons to doubt this assessment. First, as was discussed
earlier, it may be the case that some of the terms that appear in T µν are best interpreted
as describing the energy and momentum of the gravitational field (such terms having
been improperly lumped into what ordinarily gets called the energy-momentum tensor
for matter). If that’s correct, then when Einstein’s field equations are written in the
standard from (45) there actually are source terms corresponding to the energy and
momentum of the gravitational field appearing on the righthand side (though they’re
hidden in T µν).52 Second, it is possible to move some terms in (45) from the left to the
right and to take the righthand side of, for example, (46) or (51) instead to be the source
of gravity. In each of these equations, an energy-momentum tensor for the gravitational
field appears as a source on the righthand side. Weinberg ([1972], p. 151) writes the
Einstein field equations in one of these alternate ways (46) with the linear terms in hµν
appearing on the lefthand side (characterizing the reaction of the field to sources) and
the nonlinear terms appearing on the right (interpreted as source terms). He clearly
states his view that gravity acts as a source for itself in explaining why general relativity
is so much more complicated than electromagnetism:
Maxwell’s equations are linear because the electromagnetic field does
not itself carry charge, whereas gravitational fields do carry energy and
momentum ... and must therefore contribute to their own source. That is,
the gravitational field equations will have to be nonlinear partial differential
equations, the nonlinearity representing the effect of gravitation on itself.
What exactly it is that acts as source for gravitation appears to depend on the way we
choose to write the Einstein field equations. This is because the idea of a ‘source’ is
only really defined relative to a mathematical expression for the reaction of something
to that putative source; for example, by the lefthand side of (45), (46), or (51).
In general relativity as in gravitoelectromagnetism, massive bodies are surrounded
by clouds of gravitational field mass. How exactly this field mass is distributed will
depend on which energy-momentum tensor is used for the field. For the two tensors
considered above in the Newtonian limit, the energy densities are given by (19) with
α equal to either 3 or 7. For these values of alpha, the energy density is the sum of
one negative term which extends beyond the bounds of the massive body as well as a
positive energy density which is confined to the region where the mass density is nonzero.
If we find an energy-momentum tensor which yields a Newtonian field energy density
with α = 1 (as was wished for in section 5.1), then the field energy in this limit will be
51Misner et al. ([1973], p. 467) write that the gravitational energy in a region can act as a source of
gravitation (even though locally gravitational energy does not act as a source). They also acknowledge
(pp. 424–425, 437) that, in the field-theoretic approach, the local energy-momentum of the gravitational
field is treated as a source for the gravitational field.
52Lehmkuhl ([2011]) discusses the dependence of Tµν on the metric field and considers how this
complicates its role as source for gravitation (see especially footnote 49).
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purely negative. One might hope to decide between such energy densities by looking at
the gravitational pull of the gravitational field’s mass (Peters, [1981]). Where the field’s
energy is will determine where it acts as a source. Unfortunately, the laws that describe
how the gravitational field acts as a source for itself—like (46) and (51)—covary with
the different energy-momentum tensors for the field so that wherever the field’s mass
is, it is regarded as acting as a source there (by the lights of whichever version of the
Einstein field equations is appropriate to it).
6 Conclusion
Let us review whether the mass of the gravitational field plays each of the three roles
we’ve been discussing in the three different theories of gravity that have been considered:
Newtonian gravity, gravitoelectromagnetism, and general relativity (in its nonstandard
field-theoretic formulation).
In general relativity and in gravitoelectromagnetism, the mass of the gravitational
field plays the conservational role. As energy is exchanged between matter and the
gravitational field, the relativistic mass of matter does not remain constant. However,
the total mass of matter and field does. In the non-relativistic theory of Newtonian
gravity, the mass of matter does not change as it exchanges energy with the gravitational
field. The gravitational field has no mass playing the conservational role. In general
relativity and Newtonian gravity, we noted that there are multiple energy densities one
could assign to the gravitational field—and that the different general relativistic energy
densities correspond to different Newtonian energy densities.
In general relativity and in gravitoelectromagnetism, the mass of the gravitational
field plays the inertial role. One can write an Eulerian force law describing the reaction
of the field to forces from matter acting upon it and in this law the mass of the field
quantifies the resistance to acceleration of the field itself. In Newtonian gravity one can
write a similar equation, but in that equation the field has no momentum because it has
no mass. In general relativity and in gravitoelectromagnetism, massive bodies are made
easier to accelerate by the negative energy gravitational fields surrounding them. When
such a body is accelerated it loses energy by emitting gravitational radiation in general
relativity and gains energy from emitting radiation in gravitoelectromagnetism.
In general relativity, the gravitational field appears to act as a source for itself,
but the way it does so is not entirely clear as there is ambiguity in what it means for
something to act as a source for itself. In gravitoelectromagnetism, the close analogy
with electromagnetism makes it easier to see whether gravity acts as a source for itself.
To avoid inconsistency, gravity must act as a source for itself. In Newtonian gravity
the only source of the gravitational field is matter. The field has no mass playing the
gravitational role.
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A Mass-Energy Equivalence
There has been some debate as to how one should properly understand mass-energy
equivalence in the context of relativistic theories. As I understand it, mass-energy
equivalence is the claim that anything which has relativistic mass mr has energy mrc
2
and anything with energy E has relativistic mass E/c2.53 This is meant to apply to all
things that possess energy: particles, fields, systems of particle and field, fluids, etc. A
special case of this equivalence is that in something’s rest frame, its energy is equal to
its proper mass m0 times c
2 (as mr = m0 in the rest frame). The equation E = mrc2 is
universally valid, but E = m0c2 is only valid in the rest frame.54
Because relativistic mass and energy are directly proportional to one another and
cannot vary independently, I don’t think it is unreasonable to say that: although
relativistic mass and energy ‘are measured by different units’, they are ‘two ways of
measuring what is essentially the same thing’ (Eddington, [1920], p. 146).55 Noting this
tight connection, you can read this paper as a discussion of the extent to which field
energy plays the traditional roles of mass (in different classical field theories).56
As I’ve formulated mass-energy equivalence, it is not fundamentally a claim about
processes that, in some sense, involve the conversion of mass into energy (or vice versa).
Mass-energy equivalence is first and foremost about the properties things have, not
about the way those properties evolve over time. However, because energy is conserved
in every frame, the principle constrains what can happen in processes that have been
described as conversions of mass into energy.57 If an isolated system begins some process
with a certain energy, relativistic mass, and proper mass, it must end the process with
the same energy, relativistic mass, and proper mass.58 For example, consider colliding
53This way of understanding mass-energy equivalence follows (Fock, [1959], sec. 34;
Bondi and Spurgin, [1987]; Rindler, [2006], sec. 6.3).
54This point has been emphasized by many authors, including Lange ([2001], [2002]); Fernflores
([2012], sec. 1.1).
55See also (Einstein and Infeld, [1961], p. 197; Jammer, [1961], ch. 13; Lange, [2001], p. 225; Lange,
[2002], p. 239; Fernflores, [2012], sec. 2.5; Fernflores, [2018], ch. 3).
56In this spirit, Rindler writes that: ‘The formula E = mc2 [where m is relativistic mass] reminds me
that energy has mass-like properties such as inertia and gravity...’ (Rindler et al., [1990]).
57By mass-energy equivalence, conservation of relativistic mass follows immediately from conservation
of energy. If there exists a frame in which the system is at rest, conservation of proper mass follows
immediately from conservation of relativistic mass (as the proper mass and relativistic mass of the
system are equal in that frame).
58The fact that—for an isolated system—energy, relativistic mass, and proper mass are each
conserved is discussed clearly by Lange ([2001], [2002]) and Fernflores ([2012]), using examples like
(56). Bondi and Spurgin ([1987]) correctly highlight the conservation of energy and relativistic mass,
though they confusingly write that ‘rest mass is generally not conserved’ because the sum of the rest
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an electron and positron to produce a pair of photons (particles that have no proper
mass),
e− + e+ −→ γ + γ . (56)
Viewed from the rest frame of the incoming electron, the energy E = m0c2 of the electron
(associated with its proper mass) is converted into kinetic energy of the two photons (as
is the energy of the positron). Strictly speaking, this is not a conversion of the electron’s
mass into energy, but a conversion of one kind of energy into another. If the masses
of the electron and positron were truly converted into energy, you’d expect the mass of
the system to decrease and the energy to increase as a result of the interaction. But,
this is not what happens. The energy, relativistic mass, and proper mass of the system
remain constant. After the interaction, it may seem like the system has lost proper
mass because the two photons each have zero proper mass. But, the proper mass of
the system is not the sum of the proper masses of its parts (unlike relativistic mass,
proper mass is not additive). The two photons that are emitted together have non-zero
proper mass because they have non-zero energy in their rest frame (the frame in which
the photons have equal and opposite momenta).
B Deriving Gravitoelectromagnetism from General
Relativity
To derive the equations of gravitoelectromagnetism, let us begin by taking a linear
approximation to general relativity (assuming that hµν in (44) is sufficiently small that
terms second-order in it can be neglected). In that case, we can write the Einstein field
equations (45) as,
∂ν∂µh
λ
λ + ∂λ∂
λhµν − ∂ν∂ρhρµ − ηµν(∂λ∂λh− ∂ρ∂σhσρ) = −
16πG
c4
Tµν (57)
(Weinberg, [1972], eq. 7.6.19). Or, in terms of the trace-reverse of hµν ,
h¯µν = hµν − 1
2
ηµνh
λ
λ , (58)
the field equations can be written as
∂λ∂
λh¯µν + ηµν∂ρ∂σh¯
ρσ − ∂ν∂ρh¯ρµ − ∂µ∂ρh¯ρν = −
16πG
c4
Tµν . (59)
masses of a pre-interaction collection of bodies may be less than sum of the rest masses of the bodies
that are present after the interaction has been completed—as occurs in (56).
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If we choose the Lorenz gauge59 for h¯µν in which ∂µh¯
µν = 0, the Einstein field equations
simplify to
∂λ∂
λh¯µν = −16πG
c4
Tµν . (60)
If the Tij terms are sufficiently small and there is no source-free gravitational radiation,
the h¯ij terms are negligible and only h¯0µ needs to be considered. Let us introduce a
gravitational four-potential, defined in terms of h¯0µ via A
µ
g =
c2
4
√
G
h¯0µ. The zeroth
component of the Lorenz gauge condition above yields the familiar Lorenz gauge
condition of electromagnetism,
1
c
∂A0g
∂t
= ~∇ · ~Ag (61)
The 0µ component of (60) is
∂λ∂
λAµg =
4π
√
G
c2
T 0µ . (62)
This has exactly the same form as the electromagnetic Maxwell equations for the
four-potential in the Lorenz gauge,60 except that four-current has been replaced by
four-momentum. The two gravitoelectromagnetic Maxwell equations with sources are
just (62) expressed in terms of the gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields—related
to the four-potential by ~Eg = −~∇A0g − 1c
∂ ~Ag
∂t
and ~Bg = ~∇ × ~Ag. The sourceless
gravitoelectromagnetic Maxwell equations follow automatically from the way ~Eg and
~Bg are defined in terms of a four-potential.
Having derived the gravitoelectromagnetic Maxwell equations, we must still derive
the gravitoelectromagnetic Lorentz force law. To do so, let’s begin with the geodesic
equation of general relativity,
d2xi
dτ2
= −Γiαβ
dxα
dτ
dxβ
dτ
, (63)
and assume that that the velocity of our test particle is small enough that we can ignore
terms of order v
2
c2
:
~a =
d2xi
dt2
= −c2Γi00 − cΓij0
dxj
dt
− cΓi0j
dxj
dt
. (64)
59For an explanation of the gauge freedom you have in general relativity, see (Misner et al., [1973],
boxes 7.1 and 18.2; Feynman et al., [1995], sec. 3.7; Ohanian and Ruffini, [2013], sec. 3.2 and 7.1).
60See (Misner et al., [1973], eq. 3.58b).
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Here
Γij0 = Γij0 = Γi0j =
1
2
(∂jh0i − ∂ihj0)
=
1
2
(∂j h¯0i − ∂ih¯j0)
=
2
√
G
c
(∂jAgi − ∂iAgj )
=
−2
√
G
c
ǫijkBgk . (65)
Inserting this connection, the geodesic equation becomes
~a =
c2
2
∂ih¯00 +
c2
4
∂ih¯00 +
4
√
G
c
ǫijk
dxj
dt
Bgk
=
√
G
(
~Eg +
4
c
~v × ~Bg
)
. (66)
Multiplying by the proper mass of the test particle on both sides, this gives a force law
~fg = m0~a =
√
Gm0
(
~Eg +
4
c
~v × ~Bg
)
, (67)
which agrees with (28) (though it is applied to a particle instead of a continuum) in the
low velocity limit where proper mass is equal to relativistic mass.
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